Introduction
============

In this paper we will argue that expectation for something to happen in the future is an important matter for the believing process. Consequently, we understand a violation of expectations as well as a matter for the believing process. More precisely, we want to introduce the idea that believing processes are underlying expectations as well as behavioral and neurophysiological reactions on their violations. To underpin this notion we will show that it is possible to describe reactions on such a (cognitive) conflict within the theoretical framework which is set by the novel model of credition. This approach can enrich the discussion about the violation of expectations by theoretical aspects which have not been discussed so far. Of critical relevance for this discussion is the model of credition which will be explained in some aspects in this contribution. Doing this involves multilevel data mapping ([@B52]; [@B51]) or bi-directionally "translating" the data and concepts from one level of analysis to an adjacent level of analysis in order to assess the degree to which they correspond. Specifically, this paper addresses violation of expectations at both a psychological and a neuroscientific level of analysis. The psychological level describes the mental processes involved in imagining, rendering beliefs out of a complex world of ambiguous information, and in the various verbal and conceptual puzzles created thereby. The neuroscientific level describes research on how these processes work in the human brain.

Thus, we want to discuss (1) a general hypothesis and (2) a specific hypothesis which is based on the general hypothesis.

1.  Hypothesis 1: Violation of expectation involves believing processes.

2.  Hypothesis 2: Within the model of credition "violation of expectation" can be expressed in relation to the so-called enclosure function.

To make understandable that "violation of expectation involves believing processes" we will show that it is possible to express "violation" in terms of credition (parts II--IV). To show that within the model of credition "violation of expectation" can be expressed in relation to the enclosure function we want to work out this aspect by translating a given example into a credition related language (parts V--VII). This intention requires a step by step presentation of the constituting features of the model of credition.

The Believing Process -- a New Perspective on Violations of Expectations
========================================================================

It is uncommon to talk about the believing process. Rather, we are familiar with the use of the expressions "belief" or "faith". This use of nouns is widespread and predominant. Using nouns is not without effect as it insinuates (at least implicitly) the notion of belief as a state ([@B16]). Such stable beliefs have been found to follow a digital code, which is either true or false ([@B39]). But, assuming the believing process to refer to mental activity or processes, it is more appropriate to apply the verbal expression "to believe". What on the first glance may give the impression of mere linguistic styling is, however, on the contrary a not trivial shift of understanding. This approach to the question of belief affords on several levels a change of thinking which can be labeled as "From the question of belief to the question of believing". Some aspects of this transformation have been explained elsewhere ([@B6]). But, for this communication we do not only refer to the novel concept of the believing process. We ground our reflections on "violation of expectation" on our model which seeks to simulate the psychological process of believing. This model will be the guideline for our perspective on the matter of violation of expectation.

The conceptual framework of the believing process and the hereof resulting "model of credition" assume that the believing process is a fundamental brain function that happens many times per day in everyday live ([@B7]). The *model of the process of believing* includes a number of operational subfunctions that show surprising homology to neurophysiological processes as was described in detail recently. Central to the model is the so-called enclosure function which denotes the self-organizing probabilistic assembly of attributes of a given object or event into a coherent mental representation. These coherent knowledge constructs comprehend formal descriptions of the perceived encounters that can be expressed in terms of objective metrics as well as personal values associated with them as described below. Importantly, people employ these mental constructs for selecting the most appropriate for the subject in a given situation. In other words, perception is converted by the so-called converter function into an intended action which is part of and directed within an entire space of action. This cybernetic model assumes that the mental operations are mediated by a presumed operator in the human brain and can be stabilized by repetitions similarly to a learning process. Attitudes, hormonal states and pharmaceutical agents can modulate these mental operations.

Accordingly, processes of believing link the past sensory experience of a subject with his/her predictions for the future. These predictions correspond to personal expectations having emotional loadings of high subjectivity. The mental representations of the past experience are probabilistic in nature involving the attribution of subjective meaning to the perceptions ([@B67]). Conversely, based on such probabilistic representations of the past, future acts are generated that are guided by probabilistic predictions of reward and cost to achieve a given goal ([@B9]; [@B7]). As people act in their social environment they are constantly confronted with unexpected events and contradictions by others. In other words, humans experience a violation of their expectations all the time. Accordingly, violation of expectation is a frequent event that subjects need to be able to cope with. In its ultimate form a violation can result in a complete negation of an expectation. In this case it will lead to a heavy emotional challenge in the expecting subject influencing his/her subsequent behavior. Thus, there is good reason to assume that humans have to learn to cope with violation of their expectations. Such violations of expectations are defined events, while in contrast the probabilistic representations of meaning making and expectation have evolved over time by repetitive exposure and behavior. Thus, a violation of an expectation can -- but does not necessarily -- lead to a modification of the probabilistic representation or a certain belief.

In addition, subjects value objects and events in the outside world in terms of personal relevance ([@B68]). These value judgments include introspection, goal values, decision values, and prediction errors ([@B32]). Here, we would like to define valuation as the process by which objects and events are evaluated by acting subjects in terms of utility and benefits. The probabilistic judgment is the default first person perspective of "what does it mean to me?" ([@B67]). The judgment is loaded implicitly with emotional categories such as happiness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust. These emotions induce immediate reactions of the subject and typically induce sensations from the inside of the body including raised and strong heartbeat, trembling, and heat in the head as was argued by [@B20]. The personal judgment involves automatic emotional processing as well as controlled cognitive processes as shown behaviorally and using event related recordings ([@B48]; [@B43]). These processes can eventually become consciously accessible to the subject being critical for guiding the subject's behavior.

Common to these cognitive processes is the relation to subjective categories such as memories, attitudes, desires, and hope ([@B17]; [@B70]). But these subjective categories can also be abstract categories of general value such as moral, justice, and ethics. Value judgments based on subjective perspective-taking are intimately linked to self-awareness which includes self-esteem, self-other distinctions, and the distinctiveness of one's own thoughts ([@B81]; [@B26]). Thereby, people experience themselves as causal agents and authors for their own actions and behavior resulting from a *post hoc* construction of an unconscious decision-making process ([@B26]; [@B80]). Importantly, subjects judge the credibility of their inferences and predictions in terms of trustworthiness, convincingness, and substantiating evidence. In the positive case the subject arrives at the conviction that he/she accepts this personal interpretation as true or granted and, thus, personally relevant. Consequently, the subject believes it, since or although he/she does not know whether the information is really true ([@B70]). Also, the emotional loading is part of the probabilistic mental representation of objects or events determining their relevance for the subject and the expectation the subject has concerning them. Ultimately, this can be translated to the realm of moral and ethics applying in groups and societies ([@B70]). Accordingly, a violation of such an expectation is an emotional violation which will heavily affect the given subject's attitude what to learn already during infantile development ([@B73]). Similarly, extinction learning has been shown to be able to profoundly influence behavioral patterns as in anxiety disorders ([@B56]).

The Believing Process -- Implicit Changes of for the New Perspective
====================================================================

To understand "violation of expectation" from the perspective of the believing process we will describe explicitly the underpinnings of this innovative perspective. On the way from the question of belief to the question of believing we are elaborating here three aspects which are fundamental for the transformation of the traditional belief-related thinking.

Credition: Noun to Verb
-----------------------

It is a huge shift of paradigm to transform the noun-related concepts of "belief" into verb-related concepts. The focus on the topic of the process of believing can be expressed more precisely by the notion "while someone is believing".

Credition: Process
------------------

The mental activities underlying believing we encompass by the term credition. Importantly, they are to be understood as processes. This raises the question "what is a process". Here, we touch upon a long history of European thinking which has one of its excellent starting points in an understanding of the world as "fluent" which was brilliantly expressed by ![](fpsyg-08-00772-i001.jpg) (*panta rhei*, everything flows) as ascribed to the pre-Socratic Heraclitus. Also in modern philosophy there is a vivid discussion about the epistemic state of process thinking. This term was developed as a broad field of interest -- it is controversial whether one should speak about process philosophy -- and spawned in the writings of Bergson, Merleau-Ponty, and Whitehead, indicating that process constitutes change and occurs through and interacts with time. Time again is a highly controversial concept in philosophy and the understanding of time cannot be reduced to the matter of "measuring" time. We propose that to describe normal believing processes there is a need for a process-theoretical foundation ([@B4]). To transform noun-related concepts which understand belief in a static sense into a time-related concept of fluid processes of believing affords to bear on process theoretical concepts. Thereafter, the task of exploring to what extent the structure of credition is compatible with Whitehead's Metaphysics of Experience may be undertaken (cf. [@B44]).

Credition: Not on Religion
--------------------------

Finally, it has to be stated explicitly that the concept of credition is not located in the frame of religion. In fact, we want to stress that credition is not understood as a "religious" process. It is important to mention this as there is often a spontaneous association of religion with "belief/to believe". This connection between faith and religion has been coined by a long tradition of Western thinking. However, under a procedural perspective this connection is misleading. Importantly, credition applies to religious and secular contexts and it is not a prerequisite to refer to religion in order to understand credition ([@B70]).

Model of Credition -- Basic Aspects
===================================

Until shortly, there has been no term for the "believing process" that encompasses the notion in common language as well as in philosophy or cognitive science. To address this terminological challenge which hindered the interdisciplinary discourse the term "credition" was introduced into the scientific discussion ([@B2]). The concept of "credition" originated from an anthropological view on religious experiences and consecutively from the attempt to understand "religiosity" ([@B3]). Notably, the neologism "credition" was coined to denote believing processes that encompass both religious and secular beliefs. The term is derived from the Latin "*credere*" (to believe) and is shaped in analogy to other psychological terms like cognition (lat: *cogitare* = to think/to reflect) or emotion (lat. *movere* = to move).

The concept of credition claims that normal believing is inextricably interrelated with cognition and emotion ([@B74]; [@B5]). That brings the question on the floor how we can conceive the interaction of credition with interdependent cognitive and emotional processes. The model of credition proposes that believing comprises neuropsychological functions that overlap but do not equal those in cognition and emotion ([@B7]).

In order to express "violation of expectation" in terms of the credition model it is necessary to outline some basic features of the credition model. It has to be mentioned that for the purpose of this presentation we assume the model of credition as given though there is ongoing scientific research on the character of the believing process^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. For the reason of this paper the model of credition is sufficiently stable as it is supported by many data of different fields of research. Further, we postulate that violation of expectation means a disturbing event interfering with a previously established mental state that has afforded a firm belief or confident feeling. It should be emphasized that the believing process which has resulted in a firm belief or confident feeling belongs to the past. In contrast, the probabilistic expectation based on the outcome of the believing process which pertains to the future is violated by a momentary event.

Bab and Bab-Blob-Configuration
------------------------------

In the credition model the hypothesized processes are brought about and act upon meta-theoretical units to which heuristic labels were assigned. For this purpose we describe in the following paragraphs (a) the term "bab" and in consequence derived concepts as there is blob, bab-blob-configuration, and "characteristics of a bab", and (b) the enclosure function which has been introduced as one of four supposed functions of credition. Notably, one cannot describe the enclosure function without referring to the characteristics of babs. Vice versa, any explanation of any property of the relevant bab or of the property of the bab-blob-configuration is meaningful for an understanding of the enclosure function. The terms "bab" and "blob" are novel and have not existed so far (at least not in the here proposed sense). Why was it necessary to introduce those new terms? Two main reasons are:

The first reason is that recent scientific findings change our view on the relation of emotion and cognition but have not influenced yet our everyday language. "Bab" is a term which reflects these findings. The second reason is that a basic unit for credition is needed and the term (and concept of) "bab" can be offered as such a basic unit.

### Overlapping Procession of Emotion and Cognition

Emotions and cognitions are considered as two different domains covering separate and partially contradictory aspects of brain function. There is empirical evidence from neuroimaging findings that emotion and cognition are processed in overlapping areas of the lateral prefrontal cortex by which both can contribute to the control of thought and behavior ([@B30]). Moreover, current data provide converging evidence that working memory and bioelectric activity in lateral prefrontal cortex can be influenced by affective variables ([@B61]; [@B59]). While emotions have been shown to involve the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex ([@B58]), cognition comprises different aspects of mental activity such as speech production, memory processes, attention, and learning processes which are processed across widespread circuits in parietal, temporal, and frontal cortical areas as well as in the amygdala ([@B77]; [@B61]). Beliefs are important to consider, as they were shown to influence reasoning and brain activity related to reasoning ([@B27]). A given proposition, therefore, can differ in its personal emotional meaning.

As the European languages do not provide a term to express the overlap of cognition and emotion in a meta-theoretical sense, there is a discrepancy between the capacity of actual language(s) and the actual state of knowledge showing the need to supplement the word pool with terms which can express those given facts. To implement the neuroscientific findings into the frame of linguistic possibilities the term "bab" has been proposed ([@B2]; [@B7]). The term "bab" indicates in a linguistic, not in a mathematical sense: *"proposition + emotion".*

### Bab as Basic Unit of the Believing Process

The model of creditions emphasizes the process character of believing and by this the fluidity of beliefs. One of the most crucial questions is how to define the basic unit of the believing process. It is important that such a unit accommodates two basic claims:

1.  First, it has to provide a theoretical frame which accounts for the fluidity of the believing process and which allows to integrate different scientific descriptions (physical, biological, neural, behavioral, and so on).

2.  Second, it has to provide the possibility to integrate cognitive and emotional processes under a common label.

The term "bab" complies with both demands and we propose this term for such a new umbrella-term which has the capacity to indicate the basic unit of credition (see Supplementary Material Box [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Having declared "bab" as basic unit we can describe different characteristics which we assign to a single "bab". The term "blob" is used to indicate a subliminal "bab". We will come back to the question of subliminal processing below when we discuss the enclosure process.

First, we have to draw the attention to the characteristics of a bab. Owing to its mental function four characteristics can be assigned to a bab -- and consequently to every single bab in a bab blob configuration.

1.  The propositional content: a "bab" can be described as a proposition as for example: "I see something red" or "I fell something sharp". The proposition becomes explicit by statements such as: "I see this ball to be red" or "I feel this knife to be sharp".

2.  The emotional moment: for example, a red light may be perceived as beautiful, warm or attractive, whilst a sharp item may be unpleasant, harmful and, thus, frightening. Note, that the term "bab" comprises the subliminal emotional moment in addition to the propositional content. When this information is expressed verbally, the "bab" will reach explicit awareness both in the speaking and the listening subject.

3.  The sense of mightiness: the perspective of a subject on a "bab" is not limited to the valence of an emotion but also includes the intensity of the emotion which is reflected by the "sense of mightiness". Thus, this scaling of an emotion as strong or weak is inherent in the proposition of a "bab".

4.  The sense of certainty: this characteristic reflects the conviction of an individual that a "bab" reflects the property of an object or event. The same proposition of a bab can have a high degree of certainty while for others it is uncertain. For instance, "I see something red" or "I see something sharp" has a high degree of certainty in daylight but a low degree of certainty in faint light.

Notably, in a believing process "babs" do not "exist" as single "monades" but as composite "bab-configurations". Specifically, "babs" include physical attributes such as color and form and personal attributes such as subjective meaning and relevance. In fact, "babs" represent pieces of knowledge with emotional loadings which are assembled into coherent knowledge constructs, the so-called stabilized "bab-blob-configuration" (see Supplementary Material Box [2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The Four Functions of Credition
-------------------------------

As outlined in the credition model, the believing process consists of four conceptually successive -- but nevertheless in reality heavily interwoven -- mental functions which are called enclosure function, converter function, stabilizer function, and modulator function (see Supplementary Material Box [3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, one can speak about "converter function" or "converter process" depending on the perspective, which one choses to apply. In the following sections we will explain some aspects of the enclosure function.

With regard to the limitation of space we do not discuss more extensively the other functions in this paper. Just to mention that the converter function means that perception is converted into an intended action which is part of and directed within a space of action. This process employs the prediction of cost and reward and the expectation of future events inherent in a belief ([@B7]). This cybernetic model of credition assumes that the mental operations are mediated by a presumed operator in the human brain and can be stabilized by repetitions similarly to a learning process. Attitudes, hormonal states, pharmaceutical agents and physical threatening that act on the entire individual can severely influence or modulate these mental operations.

We will not discuss the stabilizer function which is relevant for integration of experiences and their integration into a broader balance-dependent meaning making structure. What we want to state is that these three functions are regarded as universally effective functions whereas the fourth function which is called modulator function is strictly bound to individuals.

The Enclosure Function
----------------------

In addition to neuropsychological topics such as perception, action, valuation, and stabilization one of the subfunctions of the model of credition is the so-called enclosure function. It denotes the self-organizing probabilistic assembly of mental attributes. Thus, the enclosure function is a mental process constituting or modifying "bab-configurations" or -- in other words -- different features of an object or event which are linked to each other to determine their characteristics and value. Under this perspective bab-configurations are subsets of mind-sets which are activated when a process of believing starts ([@B2]; [@B7]). The coherent knowledge constructs comprehend formal descriptions of the perceived encounters that can be expressed in terms of objective metrics as well as personal values associated with them. The personal values reflect the meaning and relevance the object or event has for the given individual ([@B67]). Note, that the psychological description of the mental processes involved in imagining, making beliefs out of a complex world of ambiguous information, and of the various verbal and conceptual puzzles created thereby goes beyond the topic of this paper. Therefore it is reasonable to assume a systems level which is composed of a number of different meaning making processes and allows for flexible rearrangements of different meanings over time (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

![**The enclosure function involves the composition of identified (bab) and subliminal (blob) properties of an object or event.** These compositions are balanced but in continuous evolution allowing the enclosure even of a property with opposite valence (clum).](fpsyg-08-00772-g001){#F1}

As many stimuli do not reach our consciousness, we have to accommodate also the subliminal aspect ([@B75]) in the credition model. As mentioned, for a bab which remains subconsciously the artificial term "blob" was introduced. That is the reason why we should speak of a "bab-blob-configuration" rather than of a "bab-configuration". We suggest that effects of placebo or nocebo ([@B49]; [@B10]; [@B38]) are prominent examples for accounting for such a believing process ([@B46]).

The term "clum" indicates the irritating moment which is in debate during the enclosure process. The name enclosure process is derived from the function by which an irritating clum is "included" or not into a bab-blob-configuration. The inner process which takes part in the period of "open result" comes to its end when the clum will be integrated or not in a previously existing bab-blob-configuration. Among other aspects processes of valuation are influential. Therefore, the enclosure function is interconnected with processes of valuation.

The enclosure process challenges the so-far existing bab-blob-configuration. In course of this process previously acquired "knowledge" which is stored in the actual bab-blob-configuration will be adjusted according to novel external stimuli and inner value terms associated with them. This process of adjustment is related to the inner balance system as well as to the meaning-making system. The believing process serves to cope with homeostatic challenges. On a basic level we can see homeostatic bodily processes. Finally, we have to stress that a clum also is a "bab", but one with a specific property during the enclosure process.

"Violation of Expectation" in Terms of Credition
================================================

Based on the model of credition a "violation of an expectation" can be understood as a mental process which leads to the "*realization that a given bab-blob-configuration includes (or included) an inadequate bab.*" Within the framework of the credition model the specific characteristic of a "violation of expectation" is related to the so called "clum" which indicates an irritating moment. A "clum" has a crucial relevance for the so-called enclosure function and by this for the initiation of a process of credition. But with regard to an expectation a "clum" must have a well-defined property. According to our understanding that "violation of an expectation" can be defined as "realization that a given bab-blob-configuration includes (or included) an inadequate bab" we can formulate the hypothesis: *the propositional content of a clum is identical with one of the babs in the agent's configuration but (mathematically spoken) with a negative algebraic sign.*

As an example for a "violation of expectation" in terms of credition we present the following situation. The example is that someone has booked a flight. Accordingly, the person believes that he/she will be in the position to travel to the desired destination and has engaged in the actions mandatory to prepare this trip. When approaching the gate the person expects to receive the boarding pass and to get on the plane. But then the person is confronted with the unpredicted information "the flight is overbooked".

Our following discussion refers mainly to the *characteristics of babs* as well as to the *enclosure function* of credition. Nevertheless, we want to draw the attention to the fact that our given explanation is not a comprehensive description of the enclosure function but will highlight only some of the indispensable aspects.

Irritation as Production of a Clum
----------------------------------

The fact or event which violates an expectation has to be described as "irritating moment" and transformed in such a way that it can become a "clum". As mentioned, detecting an irritating moment is the normal precondition for any beginning of a believing process and the initiation of an enclosure function (cf. part III). In so far it is a matter of perception if something is detected as irritating signal. In our example the irritating moment "the flight is overbooked" is communicated as information in words and addresses the auditory sensory system. Of course the characters of signals and the mode of their perception can differ heavily. For instance, processing a perceived *static object* differs in several aspects from processing a perceived event which has to be coded temporally. But the differences related to the property of the perceived "irritation" do not change the general explanation of how a clum is integrated.

How can we conceive the above mentioned hypothesis that the propositional content of a clum is identical with one of the babs in the agent's configuration but (mathematically spoken) with a negative algebraic sign? For answering this question we have to explain what aspects can be ascribed to a clum in case of "violation of expectation". For this we have to clarify what might be the propositionally identical content of a clum and of a bab. Here, we have to acknowledge that the notion of "violation" can only be understood as a distinct event in time, while a belief pertains over time. This means that the concepts of believing and of violation accommodate different temporal aspects.

To understand the "character of the violation" we have to start at the moment when the "frame" for a possible violation was settled. In our example this is the moment when the booking of the flight was accomplished. After having booked the flight a person will have established a mental state that affords a firm belief or confident feeling that he or she will be able to use exactly this flight. We can translate the end of the booking operation like follows: the agent has included into his or her bab configuration a bab with the propositional content "the flight is available".

Connection of Cognition and Emotion
-----------------------------------

As a "bab" by definition is understood as "proposition plus emotion" (cf. part III) we assume that the emotional loading of this specific "bab" will be "joy". We cannot discuss here how the emotional loading (joy) interacts with the cognitive process which takes as rationally undoubtable that the "flight will be available".

Interbabial Relations
---------------------

Nor can we discuss how the emotionally positive bab "flight will be available" interacts with other babs in the configuration. Of course, these configurations will differ for different subjects depending on their individual experiences. If someone never has come into such a situation he or she probably will not have included an emotionally mighty bab "flights are not guaranteed by booking". On the contrary, a frequent flyer will have integrated such a bab in his or her configuration.

Propositional Contradiction of the Clum and One of the Babs
-----------------------------------------------------------

Now imagine what will happen when the person gets the information: "the flight is overbooked". In order to be able to verify the hypothesis we have to check whether this information can be translated into a formulation which is identical with the propositional content of the bab "the flight is available". Under linguistic aspects the information "the flight is overbooked" is negatively identical with the propositional content of the bab "the flight is available". Thus, after getting the overbooking information we have the following situation:

1.  Bab in the bab configuration:

2.  "the flight is available" plus emotion "joy"

3.  \[ (+ proposition) × emotion(1) \]

4.  Clum

5.  "the flight is not available" plus emotion "anger"

6.  \[ (- proposition) × emotion(2) \].

As mentioned this formulation is understood linguistically, not mathematically. Mathematically, it should be written as product because the emotion does not come additionally to the proposition but simultaneously. Thus, the use of the term "bab" stresses this interconnectedness of propositional and emotional aspects. When the person "believes" that the flight is overbooked he or she has to integrate the clum into his previously established mental state. After the integration of this negatively loaded clum also the emotional value of his or her bab-blob-configuration will have been changed into a more negative set. Besides, the full integration of the clum into the bab-blob-configuration marks the end of the enclosure process.

Bab and Clum: Cognitive Dissonance
----------------------------------

When regarding the content level we will observe a mental dynamic which is caused by the interaction of two contradicting babs. This kind of problem is described by the concept of cognitive dissonance ([@B24]). In his influential cognitive dissonance theory, Festinger included believing in the class of dissonance reduction processes. Accordingly, believing is to change or to add a cognitive element to reduce dissonance with or between other cognitive elements. For example, the dissonance between two ideas, a belief that people are good in general, and a knowledge that children go through a period of aggressive behavior, is reduced by believing existence of malevolent ghosts which enter into children and cause them to do inappropriate things. The idea of dissonance reduction appears to fit well with the explanation of human brain function in the free-energy principle as an optimizing machinery for value and its counterpart surprise ([@B25]). Fundamental herein are the probabilistic predictions of value or reward concerning perceived information and of expected error or cost concerning future actions, which drive the system to the next state by a simple principle of reducing the free energy. Believing is one of the conscious expressions of such a self-organizing process.

Bab and Clum: The Degree of Certainty
-------------------------------------

The degree of certainty of the bab "the flight is overbooked" may differ according to experience. Though everybody knows theoretically that "flights are never guaranteed by booking" an agent may act during further steps of decision making as if the bab in question has a high degree of certainty and not prepare a plan B while another agent may attribute a lower degree of certainty. In everyday language he or she might comment "one never knows". In terms of credition the degree of certainty influences the activity among the babs within the bab-blob-configuration. A lower degree of certainty will have as consequence a more fluid configuration which results in a higher flexibility of the agent.

Bab and Clum: Mismatch of Emotions
----------------------------------

On the level of emotions we will have turbulences which are caused by the interference of two distinguished emotions -- joy and anger. That brings up the question what happens with a bab whose propositional content has a double-loading with different emotion. How will the originally emotional loading "joy" be infected by an arising anger? Will the anger be raised due to the original joyful base or will it be generated spontaneously without recall of the original joyful state? Questions like these open the field for discussions of emotional interaction. Taking into account a "circumplex model of emotions" one can develop a differentiated view on emotions and assume that different emotions influence each other. One can discriminate primary and secondary emotions and assume families of emotions based on similarity ([@B57]).

Bab and Clum: The Mightiness of Emotions
----------------------------------------

Partly the mightiness of the emotional loading of the clum "flight is overbooked" will depend on the alternatives. If someone deplores to miss a marvelous concert due to the early flight the information that the flight is overbooked might stimulate as first reaction that there will be a chance now to visit the concert.

Bab and Clum: Match of Propositional Information and Emotions
-------------------------------------------------------------

But, from the perspective of credition the focus of interest will be on the question: how the turbulences can be described which are caused by interference of emotion and information. Here the question is to be discussed whether and in which way emotions can be seen as information ([@B64], [@B65]). Of course, the enclosure process is a question of energy. Partly, it is energy consuming and has to be observed under respect of free energy, partly it will set free energy which can be used for action ([@B25]).

Enclosure Function and Time for Integration the Clum
----------------------------------------------------

Another aspect is the question of time. How long does it take until the clum "the flight is not available" is incorporated? That is identical with the question of how long the enclosure process will take place. On a fundamental neurophysiological level this is an open question.

However, an important and unanswered question comes to the surface: is what constitutes the knowledge that is stored in the brain merely deposited at once as facts and information, or is it the result of processes ([@B41])? Strong arguments have been made for both views. Experiments on brain--computer interfaces provide good evidence that processes are among the things represented in the brain because, e.g., subjects can learn to actively modulate their brain activity in order to move their paralyzed arm or to write words and even sentences ([@B12]).

Further Aspects
---------------

The model of credition provides a couple of further aspects which should be taken into account when describing the character of the possible interaction of a clum with a bab-blob-configuration. This would be for instance the influence of subliminal processes on the consciously perception of a violation. We suppose that these subliminal effects which can be described on neuropharmacological ([@B33]) and microbiological ([@B71]) levels have to be taken into account in a much broader sense than we have been used to acknowledge. Or, to give a second example, the role of the characteristics of babs should be discussed more deeply with the violation process. This would give deeper insights into the effects which result from a change of emotional mightiness (from mega-bab to mini-bab or inverse). In a similar manner it should be reflected how a modification of the degree of certainty has to be understood -- as a sudden event or as an act which is going to happen in a creeping way ([@B34]). Or, again another point: a broader discussion would be needed about how we can understand the interaction of the mere biological homeostatic balance system with the higher level (quasi-homeostatic) system of meaning-making. But those aspects we have to omit with regard to space.

Hidden Polyvalence of the Notion "Violation of Expectation"
===========================================================

It might be trend-setting to identify believing as a crucial process which influences the development of expectations as well as the handling of their violations. This will allow us to conceive "expectation" as a (preliminary) stabilized state resulting from continuously running believing processes. "Violation of expectation" can be interpreted as an event which reopens the next turn of believing processes that end with the final integration of the violating clum into the reorganized bab-blob-configuration. Using the perspective of the model of credition we can state that the expression "violation of expectation" is an umbrella term which covers a wide range of possible notions. The model of credition allows us to understand the semantic ambiguity which is inherent in the notion "violation of expectation". We will explain this view with a few examples of decoding possibilities afforded by the credition model.

*"Violation of expectation"* can be decoded as:

Change of the Emotional Shape of a Bab Configuration after Integration of the Clum
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our example the clum "flight overbooked" probably will be combined with negative emotion like anger. When the enclosure process comes to its end the negatively shaped proposition "flight overbooked" will be integrated into the former bab-blob-configuration. This of course will influence the emotional shape of the entire bab-blob-configuration and it can be observed how the emotional loading of the clum will influence in course of the time the configuration. This process can be conceived as a coping process. On a psychological level we will find as a result the modified mood of the person.

Obscuring the Space of Action and Hindering Decision Making
-----------------------------------------------------------

One can interpret the integration of the clum with regard of the converter process (which is relevant for the configuration of the space of action). In this case is relevant that an integrated clum will destabilize the existing bab-blob-configuration. As a result we will see a modification of the impulses which are relevant for action. It will be less clear "in which direction" the space of action will be opened. As the space of action is understood as the preliminary state of a decision, the ambiguity of impulses can be understood as an obstacle for a quick decision.

Destabilization of the Balance System
-------------------------------------

In case of great importance of the previous integration of the bab "flight available" the clum "flight not available" can have strong consequences. Depending on the emotional mightiness of the clum the integration can touch heavily on the balance system. We can easily imagine the case that the flight was booked to visit a beloved person of poor health. The need to integrate the clum "flight not available" might touch the traveler's balance system and provoke serious bodily reactions.

Reopening of the Believing Process
----------------------------------

In the case that the destabilization of bab-blob-configuration is detected and perceived as an irritation a next turn of the believing process can commence. This does not predict in which direction the space of action will be opened. It will definitely be different when the now upcoming clum has the proposition "change needed" or the proposition "not with me!"

Finally, we want to mention that it will be possible to interpret standard positions toward "violation of expectation" in the light of the model of credition. Using the language of credition it will be possible to assign the concept of the believing process to existing models of expectation. For instance Bandura's concept of self-efficacy can be interpreted in terms of credition as "existence of a so-called mega-bab with the properties: \[a\] the proposition/content "I am efficient", \[b\] positive/joyful \[c\] emotional loading by which the \[d\] degree of certainty of the proposition is augmented. When trying to translate Pavlov's concept of conditioned reflexes into a language of credition we would focus more on the relation of the modulator function and the stabilizer function.

Neurophysiological Foundation of Processes of Believing and Their Violation
===========================================================================

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is suited to identify the areas involved in the working human brain. As we have outlined above, the believing process is an integrative brain function involving a number of psychophysical subfunctions. Here, we are outlining some recent empirical data about the implementation of such integrative functions in the human brain. Most information is in the subliminal or preconscious domain but, nevertheless involves the activation of extensive cerebral networks including the lateral prefrontal cortex ([@B14]). In particular, gamma-oscillations have been advanced as a candidate functional expression for binding information of different origins into a coherent representation in working memory ([@B59]). The global workspace integrating perception and valuation and allowing for generation of appropriate action is critically modified by previous experience and by the momentary focus of attention ([@B40]; [@B47]; [@B21]). In this process identification of conflict -- the violation of expectation -- is of fundamental importance. From a large body of evidence in the open literature we know that the anterior cingulate is a critical node in processing conflict ([@B13]). A further important field of interest with relevance to the discussion in this paper is the generation and inhibition of behavior. This is due to the fact that a violation of expectation influences the individuals' behavior by affecting their prospects of long- and short-term reward. MRI studies showed that normal preparatory activity in the premotor and posterior parietal cortex can be modulated by the subjective absolute value (in terms of monetary consequences) of an upcoming action ([@B37]). Specifically, subjects who had large gains and believed they performed well, and subjects who had large losses and believed they performed poorly, had the highest preparatory signals. The neural activity in the medial frontal gyrus appears to link unexpected sensory information including violation of reward prediction ([@B45]; [@B63]) with preparatory control of arm movements but also affording response inhibition and task switching ([@B60]; [@B42]; [@B15]). In particular, the supplementary motor area (SMA) was shown to be involved in free choice movement coding ([@B50]; [@B53]; [@B54]). The SMA and premotor areas are also involved in judgment of aesthetics as well as brightness, which signifies that the SMA has more general behavioral relevance ([@B35], [@B36]). Conversely, a number of distinct nodes in the medial frontal cortex, including the SMA and pre-SMA, are involved in the proactive and inhibitory control of actions ([@B69]; [@B78]).

In addition to cortical brain areas, such an integration of this different type of information was shown to take place by involvement of the basal ganglia. There is evidence from rat T-maze experiments that activities modulated to different frequencies can develop in parallel in different subregions of the striatum, allowing for a coordinated flow of information through different *trans*-striatal networks and, thereby, for simultaneous and independent operations in separate networks ([@B76]). Furthermore, the modulation of cortical information by processing in *trans*-striatal relay loops has been described as of key importance for learning routines and rules as well as their combinations ([@B31]). Recently, it was shown that shifts in beliefs involve dopamine-rich midbrain regions ([@B63]).

Since the individuals' capacity to deal with on-line information is limited ([@B8]), probabilistic representations and predictions assist the person to arrive at behavioral decisions. This is because beliefs can be envisioned to guide the individual's choices, although they limit his/her space of action. MRI studies showed that preparatory activity in the premotor and posterior parietal cortex is modulated by the subjective absolute value of an upcoming action ([@B37]). A compelling argument for the relevance of functional neuroanatomic data comes from neurological patients showing that a given neuropsychic function is impaired due to damage to a certain brain structure that is involved in executing this function in healthy volunteers. A large meta-analysis of 193 studies showed that a loss of gray matter in brain structures belonging to the salience network, including the anterior insula and dorsal anterior cingulate, was related to deficits in executive functions in patients with different mental illnesses ([@B28]).

Studies of this sort show that the brain structures mediating adequate behavior in healthy subjects are compromised in mental illnesses. Although there is no causal link, it is likely that the integrative brain functions such a meaning making, prediction of future events, control of behavior and realizing of a violation of expectation are impaired in such patients. For example, patients with delusions have severe deficits in mental processing of perception, memory, bodily agency, social learning and are, thus also impaired in predicting future events in the external world ([@B18]). Likewise, neuroimaging studies in psychopaths have shown that these persons are impaired in increasing activity in the anterior insula ([@B72]) which was paralleled by lower conditioned fear responses ([@B79]). In addition, the so-called alien limb syndrome which represents a violation of the sense of body integrity has been related to damage of the parietal cortex ([@B29]) and the medial frontal cortex ([@B23]; [@B11]) the latter of which was also related to an abolished self-reference ([@B55]). Evidence from functional imaging studies has revealed that the medial fronto-parietal circuit is critically abnormal in post-traumatic distress disorder reflecting altered mental functioning secondarily to a profound violation of the sense of safety ([@B19]). In fact, important aspects of believing, such as personal reference, empathy, and adequate control of behavior, appear to rely on the integrity of the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex. Adequate control of behavior means resistance to react in case of violation of expectation, which is possible even with a low time limit of the cueing and/or go-signal of about 200 ms ([@B62]).

Limitations
-----------

By this paper we hope to contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the complex interaction of violation of expectation and the process of believing. This can be interpreted as a severe conflict of prediction error with previous experience. To the best of our knowledge we do not know of any other model of the believing process. We would like to open a new field of discussion as beliefs and the believing process appear as "possible targets for neuroscientific research" ([@B66]). Our discussion here reflects mainly the question of how and to which extent previous and current, in principle, static approaches to the question of belief can contribute to our understanding of the *process* character of belief formation.

There are, however, limitations which are caused by the need to present the believing process and the functions of credition in a condensed manner. A less abbreviated presentation could and should explain many aspects much more in detail.

First, we did not discuss here the whole range of possible aspects. Thus, we omitted for instance the developmental aspect which should be reflected for children, aging persons, and so on. We did not discuss aspects concerning the impacts of traumas on violations of expectation, or more generally the topic of coping as for instance "learned helplessness" ([@B1]). Nor did we expand on violation of expectation under the perspective of neuro- or psychopathy, which may be caused by a disturbance of balance ([@B22]). Moreover, we did not extend the reflection toward other cultural areas.

There are also theoretical limitations which depend on the actual state of research and the available neurophysiological data. There are general limitations which are partly connected with philosophical presumptions. In this regard there are specific limitations which depend on the hermeneutic question of translation the model of credition into an everyday language as well as into a scientifically adequate expression. These limitations may challenge young researchers of different disciplines like philosophy (epistemology, philosophy of mind), psychology, neurology, or with interest in different relevant fields like conflict solving, leadership, or mediation.
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